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　　Abstract　　With the development of rapid prototyping(RP)technology , the cont radiction betw een fabricating speed and precision

becomes more and m ore acu te.In order to solve the contradiction , a regional ef fective adapt ive delaminating algorithm is proposed in this

paper.It is dif ferent f rom the t raditional method that the regional adapt ive delaminat ing method divides slicing con tours into several re-
gions and adapt ively delaminates in respect ive region only according to the contou rs information.Namely , this method can not only adap-

t ively delaminate at diff erent height of CAD model but also adaptively delaminate diff erent regions in one slicing layer.Furthermore , be-

cause the tw o-dimensional contour data adopted in this method are necessary for rapid prototyping system , this regional ef fective adaptive
delaminat ing method is suitable for all RP systems.A comparative study is used to analyze the ef fectiveness of this method , w hich can

demonst rate that this method can increase the fab ricating speed and reduce the running cost under the condi tion of ensuring fabricating pre-
cision.

　　Keywords:　rapid prototyping , grouping contour , adaptive delaminating.

　　The principle of rapid proto typing technology is

to fabricate the part layer by layer.In general , cur-
rent manufacturing process uses t raditional slicing

methods that slice the model in uniform layer thick-
ness.However , during the process of fabrication in

rapid pro totyping system , the operator is of ten ex-
pected to adopt different layer thicknesses at different

heights of the CAD model to save the fabrication

time , so that different layer thicknesses at different

regions in one slicing layer can be adopted.That is ,
the operator must take a thin layer only to avoid large

stai rcase at some regions and the operator can adopt

thick layer at o ther reg ions to save the fabrication

time.The adaptive delaminating technology can auto-
matically adjust the layer thickness at different

heights of the model according to the CAD file infor-
mation.Several adaptive slicing techniques

[ 1～ 3]
have

been developed from an analy tical expression to ex-
trapolate the surface of each slice layer to the region

above that layer.Surface curvature of the CAD model

is used to determine the appropriate thickness of each

layer in these adaptive slicing techniques , so they are

not fit fo r the file w ithout surface curvature informa-
tion such as the direct ly slicing PIC (picture)file.
That is , if the interface file of the RP system is inde-
pendent of the 3D CAD model , these adaptive delam-
inating methods w ill be impo tent.In addition , these

adaptive slicing methods adopt a uniform layer thick-
ness across the slicing layer at a given height layer

that its individual parts or part features can be fabri-
cated with different layer thicknesses.Specially ,
these methods sample every contour of the slices that

define a given layer and use the w orst geometry case

to determine the appropriate thickness.However , the
general case is that several parts o r part features coex-
ist at the same height and each part o r feature requires

different layer thickness to meet the tolerance criteri-
on.Thus , a new adapt ive slicing approach[ 4 , 5] fur-
ther minimizes the fabrication time in adaptive lay ered

manufacturing processes by identifying the individual

parts and part features to determine the appropriate

layer thickness of each part and part feature separate-
ly.This still needs the surface info rmation of the

CAD model.However , these methods canno t regu-
late the layer thickness at different regions in one slic-
ing layer only f rom the tw o-dimensional contour data.
In this paper , a regional effective adaptive delaminat-
ing algorithm for tw o-dimensional contour data is de-
veloped for this requirement.

1　Principle of the regional adaptive delami-
nating algorithm

None of the adapt ive delaminating methods are



the real slicing methods.Only the variational layer

thickness is chosen to slice the CAD file wi th the real

3D surface curvature info rmation , and the variational

layer thickness is adopted to fabricate the part for the

CAD file w ithout surface curvature information.A
few technical terms such as the co rresponding con-
tours , the plane error criterion , the outer contour ,
and the inner contour need to be def ined.

The corresponding contours come from the two

adjacent layers of a CAD model.Under the condition
that there are not top surface and bot tom surface be-

tw een the tw o adjacent layers , when all the do ts of a

contour on one layer move along the surface of the

model to the place w here the other layer is located , all
the dots should be located in a contour on the layer.
In this w ay , the two contours are enacted as the tw o

corresponding contours.One contour of the two adja-
cent layers w ithout top surface and bottom surface

must co rrespond to the other.Figure 1 show s the

corresponding relations of contours between two lay-
ers.It is clear that the two corresponding contours

are similar in both shape and size.

Fig.1.　The corresponding relations of contou rs betw een tw o layers.

　　The plane error criterion is to judge w hether the

distance of the tw o corresponding dots between the

tw o corresponding contours exceeds the acceptable

size standard.If the distance betw een the two corre-
sponding dots exceeds the plane error criterion , it
means that the plane distance between the two con-
tours is too large.In other w ords , it means that the
next fabricating layer in their region is too thick and

smaller layer thickness should be adopted to fabricate

i t in this region.

The outer contour is a contour in which the

noumenon region is located at lef t w hen moving along

the contour anticlockw ise.The inner contour is a

contour in w hich the noumenon region is located at

right w hen moving along the contour anticlockw ise.

The regional adapt ive delaminating process is as

follow s:

Firstly , the model is sliced into slabs of uniform

thick by the minimum build layer thickness available.

Secondly , the contours are grouped in the mini-
mum build layer thickness height and the current fab-
ricating layer height , respectively , and the detailed

g rouping method w ill be discussed in another paper.
Each group of contours after the grouping process has

the following characteristics:One group of contours

must possess an outer contour and only an outer con-

tour;a g roup of contours do not possess inner contour
or multi-inner contour;the contours cannot intersect

each o ther;the group number is equal to the outer

contour number.

Thirdly , the regional contour g roups between

adjacent layers are matched.If there is top contour or
bot tom contour between two adjacent layers , then
some contour groups canno t match each other.Name-
ly , only the partial contour g roups can be matched.
Furthermore , only the partial matching contour

g roups can adopt greater layer thickness to build it s

scanning region , and the other g roups must adopt the

minimum layer thickness to build its scanning region.
In this way , only the contour groups , which are like-
ly to adopt g reater layer thickness , are matched and

analyzed to determine whether they can adopt greater

layer thickness by comparing all the corresponding

contours.If two contour g roups can match each o ther

and they can adopt greater layer thickness to build it s

scanning region , then the outer contours in one g roup

of a layer should be located inside the region sur-
rounded by the radial magnifying contour and def lat-
ing contour of the outer contour in one g roup of the

other layer , and the radial magnifying and def lating

radius is of ten equal to the plane error criterion σ.As
shown in Fig .2 , contours L1 , L 2 and L3 are three

contours in one group , L1 is the outer contour , and
L 2 and L3 are the inner contours;contour L is the
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magnifying contour of L1 , contour L′is the deflating
contour of L1 , and the radial magnify ing and deflat-
ing radius is σ.Contours L and L′enclose the shadow
region.If a contour group in adjacent layer matches

this contour group composed of contours L1 , L 2 and

L3 , and the g reater lay er thickness can be adopted to

build its scanning region , then its outer contour must

be located inside the shadow region enclosed by con-
tours L and L′.In this w ay , the method of matching
g roup contours can be summed up as follow s:firstly
obtain the magnifying and def lating contour of the

outer contour in the current layer , and then find out

w hich outer contour in the adjacent layer is located

inside the region enclosed by the magnifying and de-
f lating contour in the current layer.The g roup of

contours in current layer should match the g roup of

contours whose outer contour in the adjacent layer is

located inside the region enclosed by the magnifying

and deflating contour in the current layer.The de-
tailed method of magnifying and def lating the contour

w ill be discussed later.

Fourthly , the corresponding contours between

the two matching contour g roups are built.Only

w hen the matching contour group region can be built

w ith greater layer thickness , do the contours between
the two matching contour groups correspond to each

other.Of course , if all the contours between tw o

matching contour g roups correspond to each other ,
then their contour number should also be equal.
Thus , the contour number betw een tw o g roup con-
tours should be compared firstly , and the correspond-
ing relation of the contours between the two matching

g roups should be built under the condition that their

numbers are equal.The detailed building method will

be discussed later.

Fig.2.　The surrounded region by the radial magnifying and def lating contour of the outer contour.(a)The slicing contours;(b)the

surrounding region.

　　Fif thly , the corresponding contours are com-
pared in turn to judge w hether the erro r of the two

corresponding contours exceeds the plane error criteri-
on.As shown in Fig.3 , contour C2 is one of the two
corresponding contours , contours C1 and C3 can be

obtained by magnifying and deflating contour C2 ac-
co rding to the plane error cri terion σ.If all the dots

and their connecting segments in the other contour of

the tw o corresponding contours are located inside the

shadow region surrounded by contours C1 and C3 ,
then the error of the tw o corresponding contours is

acceptable for the erro r standard.If the errors of all

the tw o corresponding contours are acceptable for the

error standard , then the matching g roup region can

be built with greater layer thickness.

Finally , when a mini layer thickness is added ,
the CAD model is sliced into contours under the con-
di tion that some g roup regions can be built with

g reater layer thickness.Repeat the above method to

compare and analyze the fo rmer group regions that

can be built with g reater layer thickness.In this

w ay , the potential building layer thickness of all the

g roup regions can be obtained.

Fig.3.　Containing area of contours.

2　Method of grouping the contours based on

encircling relation

If the three-dimensional CAD file has no error ,
then the factual slicing contours should match the fol-
low ing rules:Any contours can either encircle or sep-
arate each other;if a contour is not encircled by any
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contour , then the contour must be an outer contour ,
and the number of outer contour must be at least one

in one layer;the region encircled by the inner contour
is a hole , which cannot emerge alone and must appear

inside the entity , so an inner contour must be encir-
cled by one contour;if an inner contour is encircled

by another inner contour , then an outer contour must

come forth betw een the tw o inner contours , i.e.the
outer contour encircling one inner contour is encircled

by another inner contour;similarly , if an outer con-
tour is encircled by another outer contour , then an in-
ner contour must come forth betw een the tw o outer

contours , i.e.the inner contour encircling one outer

contour is encircled by the other outer contour.Based
on the rules , the contours can be divided into some

g roups.The g rouping method can be described as fol-
lows:

Firstly , the outer contours are distinguished

from the o ther contours.The group number is equal

to the outer contour number.As shown in Fig.4 ,
contours C1 and C3 are outer contours , and the group

number is tw o.

Secondly , the encircling contour number is cal-
culated based on the encircling relation.If all the dots
of one contour are located inside the other contour ,
then the contour is encircled by the other contour.If
a contour is encircled by n contours , then its encir-
cling contour number is n.Figure 4 shows the encir-
cling relation of all the contours:contour C1 is not

enci rcled by any other contours , so its encircling con-
tour number is zero;contour C2 is only encircled by

contour C1 , and its enci rcling contour number is one;
contour C3 is enci rcled by contours C1 and C2 , and
i ts encircling contour number are tw o;contour C4 is

enci rcled by contours C1 , C2 and C3 , and its encir-
cling contour number is three;contour C5 is also en-
ci rcled by contours C1 , C2 and C3 , and its encircling

contour number is three.

Fig.4.　Grouping contours.

If an inner contour is encircled by an outer con-
tour , and the enci rcling contour number of the inner

contour is only one more than the enci rcling contour

number of the outer contour , then they should be

merged into one group.Thus , the contours show n in
Fig.4 should be divided as:contour C2 encircled by

contour C1 is an inner contour and i ts enci rcling con-
tour number is one , and contour C1 is an outer con-
tour and its encircling contour number is zero , then
contours C1 and C2 compose a g roup;contours C4

and C5 are inner contour and thei r encircling contour

number is three , and contour C3 is an outer contour

and its encircling contour number is two , then con-
tours C3 , C4 and C5 compose a g roup.

In addition , to judge whether a contour is encir-
cled by the o ther contour , we need only to judge

w hether any dot of one contour is located inside the

other contour.Because the tw o contours do not inter-
sect each o ther , if any dot of contour A is located in-
side contour B , then contour A is encircled by contour

B.The intersecting dot numbering method[ 6] can be

adopted to judge w hether a dot is located inside a con-
tour , and the details w ill be described later.

3 　Method of building two corresponding
contours between two matching groups

To determine the corresponding relations be-
tw een tw o matching groups , we need to find out the

maximum and minimum values in the X and Y-coor-
dinates of all do ts in a contour , which is regarded as

the maximum and minimum values in the X and Y-
coordinates of the contour.Nex t , the sequence of

contour is arranged according to such maximum and

minimum values of the contour.The principle of se-
quence arranging is as follow s:A contour should be

arranged in f ront if it s minimum X is smaller.But if
the error of the minimum X of the tw o contours is

betw een -σand +σ(σis the plane error criteri-
on), the sequence of two contours should be rear-
ranged according to their minimum Y , namely , the
contour should be arranged in f ront if its minimum Y

is smaller.If the error of minimum Y of two con-
tours is between -σand +σ, the sequence of the

two contours should still be rearranged according to

thei r max imum Y , namely , the contour should be

arranged in front if it s max imum Y is smaller.The
sequence of all contours in the other g roup of the tw o

matching contour g roups can be arranged in the same

w ay.After the sequence of all the contours is ar-
ranged , then the tw o contours w ith equal sequence

number in thei r g roup are the corresponding con-
tours.In this w ay , the corresponding relations be-
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tween tw o matching groups are built in sequence.
The contour sequence is arranged acco rding to both

the minimum X and the minimum Y , and the maxi-
mum Y is to avoid falsely arranging the sequence un-
der the conditions shown in Fig.5 and Fig.6.

Fig.5.　Arranged sequence of contour.

Fig.6.　Comparison of tw o contours.

As shown in Fig.5 , the minima X and Y of

contours R00 and R01 , which are tw o contours in the

matching g roup layer0 , are X minR00 , Y min0 , X minR01 ,
and Y min1 , and the minima X and Y of contours R10

and R11 , which are two contours in the matching

g roup layer1 , are X minR10 , Y min0 , X minR11 , and

Y min1 , and they satisfy

X minR00 <X minR01

X minR11 <X minR10

|X minR00 -X minR01|<σ
|X minR11 -X minR10|<σ

. (1)

If the sequence of contour is only arranged ac-
co rding to the minimum X , contour R00 w ill be ar-
ranged in front of contour R01 , because X minR01 is

larger than X minR00 in group layer0.Contour R11 w ill
be arranged in front of contour R10 , because X minR10

is larger than X minR11 in g roup layer1.When the cor-
responding relation of contours between the two

g roups is constructed , contour R01 will correspond to

contour R10 and contour R00 w ill correspond to con-
tour R11.In this w ay , the plane error betw een the

two matching g roups w ill be mistakenly considered to

exceed the plane error cri terion.However , apparently
contour R00 corresponds to contour R10 and contour

R01 corresponds to contour R11.Furthermore , the
plane error betw een group layer0 and g roup layer1

does not exceed the plane error criterion.In addition ,
if the error of minimum X betw een the two contours

is less than -σor more than +σ, then the plane er-
ror between the tw o matching g roups exceeds the

plane error criterion.Therefore , although the se-
quence of contour is arranged falsely , because the tw o
conclusions are the same , namely , the plane error be-
tw een the tw o matching g roups exceeds the plane er-
ror criterion , this case can be overlooked.If the se-
quence of contour show n in Fig.5 is arranged acco rd-
ing to bo th the minimum X and the minimum Y ,
then contour R00 w ill co rrespond to contour R10 and

contour R01 will co rrespond to contour R11.This is
consistent w ith the fact.

As shown in Fig.6 , contours R0 and R1 are tw o

contours in a contour group , and the minima X and

Y are the same (or the plane error of minimum X

and the plane error of minimum Y are w ithin σ),
namely , X min0=X min1=X min , Y min0 =Y min1=Y min ,
but the max imum Y of contour R1 is larger than

maximum Y of contour R0 , namely , Y max1>Y max0.
In this w ay , contour R0 should be arranged in front

of contour R1.In addition , if the error of the mini-
mum Y of tw o contours is less than -σor mo re than
+σ, then the plane error between the tw o matching

g roups exceeds the plane erro r cri terion.Therefore ,
although the sequence of contour is falsely arranged ,
because the plane erro r betw een the tw o matching

g roups exceeds the plane error criterion and the g roup

region cannot be built wi th g reater layer thickness ,
this case can be overlooked.

4 　Algorithm of magnifying and inflating

contour

For magnifying contour , f irstly the sequence of

dots in the contour should be arranged in one direc-
tion (the clockwise direct ion is adopted in this pa-
per), and for def lating contour , the sequence of dots

is arranged only in anti-clockwise direction , so the

method of deflating contour is the same as the method

of magnify ing contour.Magnify ing contour is to hori-
zontally move the dots outside along the radial direc-
tion.In this paper , only the horizontal movements of

three adjoining dots (namely the two adjoining

st raight segments)are illuminated , the other dots can
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be handled w ith the same method.Fig.7 show s dots

A , B and C , st raight segments AB and BC ho rizon-
tally move a distance of σand reach straight segments

A′B′and B′C′.Do ts D and E are tw o dots on

straight segments A′B′and B′C′, st raight segment
BD is vertical to st raight segments A′B′and AB ,
straight segment BE is vertical to st raight segments

B′C′and BC.Now , only X and Y of do t B′can be
obtained , then all the dots in the magnifying contour

can be obtained with the same method.Let X and Y

of dots A , B and C be X A , Y A , XB , YB , XC , and
YC , respectively , then the direction vecto rs of

straight segments AB and BC are vectors(XB-XA ,
YB-Y A)and (XC -XB , YC -Y B), respectively ,

the outside normal vector of straight segments AB

and BC can be obtained from circumrotating anti-
clockw ise vectors (XB -X A , YB -Y A)and (XC -
X B , Y C -Y B).The outside normal vector of straight

segment AB is

[(XB-XA),(YB -Y A)]
cos(-90°)sin(-90°)
-sin(-90°)cos(-90°)

　　=[(YB-Y A), -(XB-XA)] .
The outside normal vecto r of st raight segment BC is

[(XC -XB),(Y C-YB)]
cos(-90°) sin(-90°)
-sin(-90°)cos(-90°)

　　=[(Y C-YB), -(XC-XB)] .

The coordinate of do t D is expressed as(XD , YD),
then ,

(YD -YB)/(XD -X B)

　　=(X A -XB)/(Y B -Y A). (2)

Because the plane error criterion is equal to σ,
the length of straight segment BD should be equal to

σ, σshould match Eq.(3).

σ
2
=(YD -YB)

2
+(XD -XB)

2
. (3)

If k =(YB -Y A)/(X A -XB), then the solu-
tion to Eqs.(2)and(3)is

XD -XB =
±σ

k
2 +1

Y D -YB =
±kσ

k
2
+1

.

Because vector (XD -XB , YD -Y B)stands for

the direction of st raight segment BD and is vertical to

st raight segment AB , if XB is larger than X A and YB

is larger than Y A , then it is known from the geomet-
rical relation that XD is smaller than XB and YD is

larger than YB .With the same reason , if XB is

smaller than X A and YB is larger than Y A , then XD

is smaller than XB and Y D is smaller than YB ;if XB

is smaller than X A and Y B is smaller than Y A , then
XD is larger than XB and YD is smaller than Y B;if

XB is larger than X A and YB is smaller than Y A ,
then XD is larger than XB and Y D is larger than Y B.
In this w ay , the mathematic sign of the allying solu-
tions to Eqs.(2)and(3)can be ensured.The coor-
dinate of dot E can be obtained in the same way.If
the coordinate of do t E is (X E , YE), because a

st raight-line can be conf irmed from a do t and a vec-
to r , the equations of lines A′B′and B′C′are

y -Y D =
(Y B -Y A)
(XB -X A)

(x -X D), (4)

y -Y E =
(Y C -YB)
(XC -XB)

(x -X E). (5)

The coo rdinate of dot B′can be obtained by allying

Eqs.(4)and (5):

XB =
(XB -X A)((XB -X C)Y E +(Y C -Y B)X E)-((X A -XB)Y D +(Y B -Y A)XD)(XC -XB)

(Y A -YB)(X C -XB)-(XB -X A)(YB -Y C)
,

YB =
(Y B -YC)((X A -XB)YD +(YB -Y A)XD)-((X B -X C)Y E +(Y C -Y B)X E)(Y A -Y B)

(Y A -Y B)(XC -XB)-(X B -X A)(YB -Y C)
.

Fig.7.　Magnifying con tour.

　　In this way , the coordinates of the other dots in
the magnifying contour can be obtained.In addition ,

if the sequence of do t in the contour is arranged in the

anti-clockwise direction , then the coordinates of all

dots in the deflating contour can be obtained from the

same method.

5　Judgement of dot inside or outside con-
tour

[ 7]

Suppose the coordinate of a dot is (x 0 , y 0), a
ho rizontal shoot ing line is made from dot (x 0 , y 0),
and i ts di rection is the same as the X-axes , then the

equat ion of the shooting line is:
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x = x 0 +u

y = y 0
　(u ≥0).

If the number of intersect ing dots of the shooting line

w ith the contour is odd , then the dot is located inside

the contour , o r else the do t is located outside the con-
tour.As shown in Fig.8(a), shoo ting line a inter-
sects w ith the contour at two dots , and shoo ting line

c intersects w ith the contour at four dots , then dots

A and C are located outside the contour;shoo ting
line b intersects wi th the contour at a do t , shoo ting
line d intersects wi th the contour at three dots , then
dots B and D are located inside the contour.Howev-
er , if the shooting line passes through an apex dot of

the contour , then the shoo ting line should be especial-
ly dealt w ith.As shown in Fig .8 (b), shooting line

f passes through an apex dot of the contour and in-
tersects w ith straight segments (6)and (7)in the

contour.If the intersecting dots are numbered tw o ,
then dot F w ill be falsely considered to be outside the

contour.To dot E , if the intersecting dots are num-
bered one , then i t w ill be falsely considered to be in-
side the contour.The right method is to analyze the

relation of the shooting line with the tw o adjoining

straight segments.When the two adjoining straight

segments are located on the same side of the shoo ting

line , the intersecting dots should be numbered tw o ,
o r else the intersecting do ts should be numbered one.
Namely , if the Y-coordinates of bo th the o ther two

apex dots , which are except fo r the apex dot inter-
secting wi th the shooting line on the tw o adjoining

straight segments , are more (o r less)than y0 , then
the tw o st raight segment should be above (or under)
the shooting line , and the intersecting do ts should be

numbered tw o , or else it should be numbered one.

Fig.8.　Checking up the intersect ing dot.

6　Application and analysis of regional adap-
tive delaminating method

The new approach to regional adaptive delami-
nating was implemented for the HRPS rapid pro to-
ty ping system developed by Huazhong University of

Science and Technology (HUST).The softw are was

w ri tten w ith C++.An experiment is carried out to

test its fabricating effect.The length , width and

height of the CAD model show n in Fig.9 are

100mm.The part is fabricated by the t raditional uni-
form delaminat ing method , the conventional adaptive
delaminating method , and the regional adaptive de-
laminating method , respectively .In addition , the
part is fabricated by the t raditional uniform delami-
nating method w ith different layer thickness.The

fabricating data are show n in Table 1.It can be seen

from Table 1 that the conventional adaptive delami-
nating method can save the fabricating t ime g reat ly ,
and the quality of the part is the same as that of t radi-
tional uniform delaminating w ith thin layer.Further-
more , the regional adaptive delaminating method im-
proves the conventional adaptive delaminating

method , and it can save more time than all o ther

methods.Although the tradi tional uniform delami-
nating method can also reduce the fabricating t ime by

increasing the layer thickness , the quality of the part

is bad , namely , i t will produce large staircase and it

cannot ensure the precision of part.

Fig.9.　CAD model.

7　Conclusion

The regional adaptive delaminating algori thm

can not only be successfully applied to the f ile format

w ith surface curvature data but also be suitable fo r the

other file format w ithout surface curvature data.Fur-
thermore , the new approach improves the conven-
tional adaptive slicing method by identifying the indi-
vidual parts and part features.The regional adaptive

delaminating algorithm has been implemented for the

Selected Laser Sintering (SLS)sy stem developed by

HUST , and also it can be applied to other RP sy s-
tems
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Table 1.　Fabricat ing data

Delaminating style
Scanning speed

(mm/ s)
Laser pow er

(%)
Layer thickness

(mm)
Fabricating time

(hour)
Quality of part

Uniform delaminat ing 2000 15 0.1 4.5 Good

Uniform delaminat ing 2000 30 0.1 1.5 Bad

Convent ional adaptive

delaminating
2000 Automatic adjust

max:0.3
min:0.1

2.5 Good

Regional adapt ive de-
laminat ing

2000 Automatic adjust
max:0.3
min:0.1 2 Good

such as SLA and FDM , and so on.In addition , its
principle is clear , its oddness is lit tle and i ts operation
eff iciency is high.
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